
Emergency PAC Meeting – Oct 18, 2021 7pm

We have met Quorum (5 additional members beside the Executive)

Purpose of meeting is to vote on funding support, particularly for the Mural so the Artist can be booked
at the end of October (artist had some availability), otherwise it would have to wait until the Spring.

Cost of the Mural – school is asking for PAC to contribute $2,700.  We have $7,300 left over from last
year in the Gaming Account.  If we were to contribute the $2,700, we would still have enough leftover to
fund the activities we had earmarked (such as speakers).  That is without counting the additional gaming
grant of $6,040 for this year, that was just confirmed.  We will still have over $10,000 in the gaming
account.  The Executive have discussed and are in support, but this meeting is called to get consensus
from the larger membership.

-Only concern raised is that we want to make sure the Mural is painted in the right conditions so that
paint will adhere and it will ensure it is long lasting given possible wet conditions.  It was discussed that
Dave did mention the Artist had looked at the condition of the exterior and felt the paint would adhere
properly and there would be scaffolding.  Hopefully, that will protect it until paint dries.

Motion raised that – PAC contributes $2700 towards the School Mural on the Front of the Building.  All in
favour.  No one is opposed. Motion passed.

-Additional Teacher wishlist items:

Frozen Yogurt & Pizza (Me & Eds) fundraisers from last couple of weeks will be enough to cover these
asks.

1) Tripod for Yearbook group - $140 (could come out of gaming account - staff to confirm main
purpose is extracurricular). Motion raised. Everyone in favour. No one opposed. Motion passed.

2) Wobble chairs (12 total – one per class) – helps kids get extra energy out. - $500 from PAC
(general account) and additional costs will be covered by school. Motion raised.  Everyone in
favour.  No one opposed. Motion passed.

Meeting adjourned 7:09 pm


